
InqiFht.t Preface to a Discussion.

When the Reverend President of the American Catholic

Philosophical Associatin so generously invited me to address

you, he asked me to speak on my book, Insight. Since then, to

my deep regret, / have had to drop both may original hope to

lo be present at this meeting and, as well, my orif7inal plan

to correlate personal development with philosophic differences.

/ must be content to provide a preface for a discussion, and

to this end I hav+elected three tegtitA questions that my

book seems to have raised and, in any ea-,e, may possess an

intrinsic interest of their own. They regard (1) the primacy

of the ontological, (2) the finalistic notion of being, and

(3) knowled7e of concrete, actual existence.

The most chocking aspect of the book, Insight, is the

primacy it accords 134.a.--,etwAttlloari knowledge. In the writings

of $t. Thomas, coEmitiolml theory Is expresned in metaphysical

terms and established by metaphysical principles.
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metaphypics in expressed in cognitional terms and established

by cognitional principles. The reversal appears complete,

If Aquinas had things right aide up — and that is difficult

to deny -- then I have turned everything upside down.

In attenuation, I should like to urge that even Aquinas

occasionally turns things upside down. He wrotet

Anima humane intelligit se ipsam per suum intelligere,

quod oat actus proprius eium, perfeote demonstrans virtutem

dale et naturam. 2
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This I should be inclined to translate:

The human soul understands itself by its understanding,

which is its proper act, perfectly demonstrating its power

and its nature.

But, however the passage is translated, it seems clear that a

psychological act, named intellisere, is the basis of a perfect

demonstration of the nature and the power of the human soul.

Now power and nature are metaphysical entities. To demonstrate

them perfectly involves one in a long list of metaphysical

theorems. Yet we hevo Aquinant own word for it that a perfect

demonstration of these metaphysical entities may be derived

from a consideration of intellipere, the proper act of the

human soul.

Further, I do not feel that am arguing from a stray

sentence. It is Aristotelian and Thomist doctrine that

knowlek-e of objects precedes knwled7e of acts, that know.

ledge of acts precedes knowledge of potencies, that knowledge

of po-encies precedes knowledre of the essence of the soul.
3

Nor does contemporary Scholasticism adopt a different pro-

cedure. It appeals to the potency, intellect, to distinguiih

the human soul from the brute. It apreals, if not to the

act of understanding, then to the universal concept to

obtain knowledge of the potency, intellect.

Further, this clear-cut instance of the primacy of

the cognitional fits in with a larger doctrine, There is

a standard Aristotelian and Thomist distinction betWeen what

is first enoad se and what is first euoad nos. If one aka

0
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asks for what is first puoad so, for ontological causes, the

essence of the soul grounds the potencies, the potencies ground

the acts, and the acts ground know1r7dge of objects. But if one

asks for what is first ouoad nos, for cornitional reasons, the

order is inverted: knowledge of objects grounds knowledge of

acts, knowledge of acts grounds knowledge of i:otencies, know—

ledge of potentios grounds knowledge of the essence of the soul.

On this showing, than, the ontological and the cognitional

are not incompatible aternativea but interdependent procedures.

If one is assigning ontological causes, one must begin from

t414 metaphysics; if one io assicninoi cocnitional reasons„ one

must begin from knowledge. Nor can one assign ontological causes

without having cornItional reasons; nor can there be cognitional

reasons without corresponding ontological causes.

Moreover, this interdependence is not limited to the

'5:articular case of the human soul. It is universal from the

very natue of rational and objective knowledge. Thus, many

of you woold agree that Aquinas added exisence, the Iglauummll
to Aristotle's ontological causes; but you also would contend

that, correisponding to this ontological cause, there is a
3.

cogotional reason, the judr7ement of existence. Again, Aristotle -

affirmed matter and form as ontological causes; but Aristotle

did not affirm these ontolocical causes without having cognitional

reasons, namely, sense and insight into phantasm. 4

Finally, not only is there is interdependence; it also

is true that development must begin from the cognitional reasons.

What began with Aristotle vas, not form, but knowledge of farm.
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What becan with hennes was, not oxirtence, but toowlrdee of

existence. In like manner, any penuine development in Aristotelian

and Thomiet thoueht, if coneucted on Arintotelien and Thomiet

principles, will oriel:late in a developmont in man's understanding

of the material universe; from a developed underetanding of material

things it will proceed to a developed understanding of human

understandirg; and from a developed uneerstandine of human under—

standing it will reach a clearer or fuller or more methodical

account of 11(2.444 both coenitional reasons and ontological causes.

With such a developeent the book, /nelehtl in concerned.

Since St Thomas wrote, there has piled up a heep of dinputed

questions that St. Thomas himnelf never treated directly and

'explicitly. Since he wrote, there has occurred a notable development

in man's undersending of the material universe. Since he wrote,

there has arisen an array of discieltAnen with new problems
especially

that press upon the Catholic philosopher anyhe Catholic theologian.

since he wrote, the human siteetion has chaneod profoundly In

many ways. To meet those in-ties fairly and squarely, I think

it is neceesary yet not eneugh to select a minimum number of

certitudes on witch all see agree, to strive for a thorough

enowlodee of mediaeval thought, to deduce new conclusions from
Ic morel It a-4-4(.. AIL,	 te.la."-,

old premisses. Whet our time dweands of usitielAto know and to

implement Arietotelian and Thomist method, to acknowledge in

man's developed under5tanding of the aaterial universe a principle

that yields a developed understanding of understanding itself,

and to use that developed understanding of human understanding

to bring order and lieht and unity to a totality of disciplines

and 'modes of k'owledge that otherwise will remain unrelated,

obecure about their foundations, ane incapable of being integrated

by the Queen of the Sciences theology.
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My second topic has to do with the notion Of being, and X

shall beFin with a problem. You will agree I believe, that there

ie one and only one ens per eenentiam, that it is not an immediate

object of our knowledge in this life, thmt the only Immediate

objects of our present knowledge are entin ror rarticirationem.

It follows that our intellectual knowledep of. being cannot result

from abstraction of essence. For, if from a horse I abstract

essence, what I abstract is the essence, not of being, but of

horse; if from a man I abstract essence, what I abstract Is the

ennence, not of being, but of man; and the name holds for every

other immediate object of our present knowledee. No being by

participation can yield us knowledge or the essence of being,

because no being by partiC.pation has the essence of being;

and what is true of essence, equally is true of quiddity, nature,

species, and form. A being by participation no more has the

quiddity of being, the nature of being, the species of being,

the form of being, than it has the essence of being.

Now this fact elves rise to a problems What differentia es

intellect from sense to precisely its graop of easenoo or, if

you prefer, its grasp of quiddity or nature or species or farm.

But in this life we do not greep the essence or rliddity or

nature or species or form of being. How then can we have arl

intellectual notion, any intellectual concept, any intellectual

knowledge of being? Indeed, to put the problem with the sharpness

that is essential, how Is it that we have precisely such at

intellectual notion of being that (1) we can conceive the ma
pa %mention and (2) we can pronounce the only beings that 'We

do know directly to be merely ontia per participationeml
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Further, this problem of the notion of being is net 'unique,

&AR isolatedoma unrnralleled. If In this lire we cannot know

God by him °seance, it aloe is true that we know the a essences

of material thing3 only rarely, iaperfectly, doubtfully, If our

Unowledce of essence is so rare and imperfect, should we not

conclude either that Aristotle and &manes were aistaken in

characterizing human intellect by knowledge of essence or, perhaps,

that we h-kve not intellects in the DIU, sense of that term?

Many of you, I feel, will incline to the latter alternative.

Human intellect is lasenere 	 ut-"notentia tantuais
A

it belongs to the realm of spirit merely as potmey. Itó knowing

is process, It is not some simple matter of graspinG essence

and affirming exiotence, It is the prolonged butinean of raining

questions, working out tentative answers, and then finding that

these answers raise fqrther elestionn. Dynamism, prOcees, finality

are flndamental featwea of our intlleets In thin life. Hence,

knowlede of things by thoir ea ences is for us, not an accom—

plished fact, but only the goal, the end, the objective of 'a

natural denire,111

Mompver, according to Aquinas, the natural desire Of

our intellects includes the one per esoentiam. When we learn

of God's exiotence, spontaneously we ask what God is; but to

ask what aomothing Is, releaeen a process that does net come

to rest until knowledge of essence is attained; therefore WO
8

have a nat!val desire to know God by his essence.

By such reasoning I was led in Insight to aiarm that

our natural in ellectual desire to know was a natural intellmtual
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desire to know being. The desire, precisely because it is

intelligent, is a notion. But the notion is not any innate

idea or concept or knowledge. It it a depire for ideas, for

concepts, for knowlodoo but, of itoelf, it is merely discontented

ignorance withoqt ideas, without ooncepts, without knowledge.
is

A	
'

gain it not a postulate. Postulates are parts of hypothetical
 A

answers, but the desire to know grounds questions. No4r is

there any need to postulate questions. They are facto.

Vhat le the isruc here? I think it both very simple

and very fundamental. If intellect it not characterized by

its caacity to grasp entente, than / believe that one parts

company from Aristotle and Aquinas and, as well, from any edeqUate

account of tho nature of human intolligence. If on the other

hand intellect is characterized by its capacity to grasp essence,

then the fact that our knowlodre of eteences in so slight,

can be met only by a full recognition of the essentially

dynamic characer oft our inellects and, in particular, e
l.•

our notion of being.

Hy third topic had to do with the objective universe of

being. According to IntiRht this universe is to be known by

the totality of true jud.emonts and it it not to be known .

humanly without true judjoments. Four main qUentiOne arise.

First, it thia universe of being the real world? Secondly,

is it concrete? Thirdly, to it the actually existing unkreme,

or merely an onsentialitt universe? Fourthly, how text!. concrete,

actual exintonce be known on the account of knowledge offered

by Insirht?
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Firot, then, is this universe of being the real world?

Clarly, if by the ral world one moans what in to be known

by the totality of true judgements and not without true judgements,

then by definition the univerne of being and the roal world are

Identical in all renpects. However, it freeuently happens

that the exprension, the real world, in employed in reiite a

differ,nt sense. In this sense each of us lives in a reel

world of hie own. Its mtents, are determined by his ,aorgal

by his intl,restc and concerns, by the orientatin of his living,

by the unconscieur horizon teat blocks from his view the rest of

reality. To each of us his own private real world is very real

indeed. Sponteneounly it lays cleim to boing the one real world,

the oh, standard., the criterion, 1161 abeolute, by which everything

is judeed measured, evaluated. That claim, I should insist,

In not to be admitted. There is one standard., one criterion,

one absolute, and that Is true judcement. In no far as one's

private yeal world does not meet that standard, it is some dubious

Yproduct of animal faith and human error. On the other hand, in

so far as ones private real world is submitted constantly and

sedulously to the correction of true jude-ements1 necessarily it

Is brought into conformity with the univerme Of being,

Secondly, is this universe af being, kwn by true judgement,

the concrete universe? I should say that it is. To know the

concrete in its concreteness in to know all there is to be known

about each thing. To Irelow N11 there it to be I -nowil about eadh

thing IA, precisely, to know being. For me, then, being and the-

cancrete are identical terms.
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However, this view of the concrete has a presupposition.

It prebupposés that concepts express insights and that insights

grasp form immanent in sensible presentations. To put the

matter the other way about, it presupposes that the sensible

has been intellectualized through schemes, se uences, processes,

developments. On that supposition, human knowledge forms a
sinale whole, and the totality of true judgelento is necessarily

knowlede of the concrete. On the other hand, if one ignores

Or neglects insight, then human knowledge splits into two

parts.
11

Concepts are related to sensible presentations only as

universals to particulars. Of themselves, concepts and judgmments

are abstract and, to reach the concrete, there has to be added

an unspecified series of unrelated sensible presentations.

On this view, which wh.oleheartedly / reject, it is skisisitparadoxiai

to maintain that the totality of true judgements 1D44

knowlede of the c(,)ncrete. On thie view, knowledge of the

concrete is reached by adding to imowledge of the abstract the
humanly unattainable
Atta0eustalleist0tality of sensitive perceptionfl.

Thirdly, is this concrete universe essentialist, or is it

actual and existent2 This quosti,n arises, 1 suspect, because

there are two ways of analysing judgements and, consequently,

two ways of refuting onsentialiom.1

Thus, one may arallue that, while some 	 judgements are

merely a synthesis of concepts (a horse is a quadruped), still

there are other judcements that involve a sim:le act of positing

or rejecting (this horse exists). On the basis of this analysis,

one will proceed to stress the extreme importance of the latter

type of judcement and arrive, eventually, at a rejection of
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eonentialiem.

On the other hand, one may maintain that every judgement

involves a simple act Of poniting or rejecting, that every

,hUman ludeement in thin life rests, in the last analysis,

upon contingent matters of fact, that no syntheols of concepts,

ef itself, constitutes a judeoment. On thin view, on its
human

cocnitional side, there can be no k:owledes of real possibility

or of real necessity without matter of fact judgements; and

on it.s ontoloeical aide there can exict no real necessities
e0Am	 lets

without veal
/ 
°seances and no real possibilities withoutA

active or paceive potencies.

rou will find that in Insieht. 	 this radical rejection

of -essentialism is worked out in detail. Judeement is, not

synthesis, but ponitinc or rejectine synthesis.'
3 
This positing

or rejecting rests on a virtually unconditioned, that is, on

a conditioned that in fact happens to have its conditions

fulfi11ed,4 Hence, a necensary nexus does not suffice for an

analytic principle; the termn of the principle, in their defined
hr

sense, must mlno occur in concrete judeements of fact. It

follows that not only our keowledge of the concrete universe
/4

but even our knowledee of metaphysies is just factual. Finally,

the theory in sufficiently refined to do justice to the problems

raised by symbolic leeic, by mathematics, by the probable p'in'
f

ciples employed in the natural sciencen,
( 

and by ontelogical
/0

arguements for God's exintence.
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Fourthly, how is concrete, actual existence known? Now

if one asks for the ontological cause of knowledi.fe of existence,

clearly one must appeal to the existence of the thing immanent

in the thing. On the other hand, if one asks for the cocnitional

reason justifying our claim to know existence, that reason is a
true, lud:ement of the typo, This exists. For truth is the medium

in which being is known; truth formally Is found only in /udgement;

and existence is the act of boing.

Next, how dons one know that the ludrenent, thin exists,

is true? Here one f is asking, not for an ontological cause,

but for a cocnItional reason. The only possible answer is that,

prior t the judFmcnt, there occurs a grasp of the unconditioned,

For only the unconditioned can ground the objectivity of truth,

its abnolte characi:er, its independence of the viewpoints,

attitudes, orientation of the judging subject.

Thirdly, in what does this grasp of the unconditioned

consist? It is not a grasp of the formally unconditioned, of an

unconditioned that has no conditions whatever, of God himself.

It is a grasp of a virtually linconditoned, of an unconditioned

that has conditions which, however, in fact are fulfilled. Thus,

the question, Does it exist?, presents the prospective judgement

as a conditioned. Reflect/40e understanding grasps the conditions

and their fulfilment. From that grasp there proceeds rationally /7

the judement, ,IL4AElimI9 It does exist.

Fourthly, what are the conditions? Let us take an example.)

Suppose that on this table there is small but vary rootless doe,

moving about demanding attention whimpering making a nuisance
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of himself. However, that supposition merely provides an

ontological cause, What Is first in our knowledce is a stream

of sensible prosentations. That stream it ht be organized or

4 unorganized in a variety of manners. It might give ripe to

the reaction described by Sartime in Naus6e, or to a vital

adaptation if the dog suddenly batted or snapped at one

or to any degree of seeing without noticing, noticing without

attending, or attending that insued forth into any of a wide

variety of pnycholo4ca3. proceeses. However, you are philo-

sophers. The presentations to you are organized by detached,

• inteilectunl inquiry. You verify that they cannot be classed

•as illusory or hallucinatory. You attend to them, not ae kinds

of data, but in their concrete indlviduality. In thin str,!am .

of individual data, dec,ito their spatial and temporal multi-

plicity, you grasp an intollie;ible unity, a cingle whole,

- an identity thot unites what in s;ace is here and there and

what in time is then and now. From that Insight there proceeds

the concept of a thing. You revert from the concept to the

data to conceive the particular object of th-Aight this elinA. 

In fact, all thin cupposing has yielded merely an object of

- thought. But if the supposing all were true, then all of you

would be certain of the does real, concrete, actual existence.
10

Why? Because I have boon listing conditions of concrete,

actual existence, and you Irv%) neon that, if the conditIons

were fulfilled, an affirmation of concrete, actual exieteode

could not be avoided rationally.

Still, you will ack, just where did existence Wm in?

Was it oome one of the data, or wan it their totality? No,     

411111n••101•1nnn•nn•n••••••••n•n	

I t
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lirly and all the data are quite compatible'witK phenomenalism,

pragmatiern, existentiltialism; but nene of these philosephios

include Aquinas' actun en-lIndi. Did, then, existence come

in with the insight, or with the concept, or with the parti—

tmlarized concept? NO, idealinte and relativiste know all

about inelFhts, concepts, and their particularization; and to

nuppose that tlese activities yield more than an object of

thought in nimply ensentialism in its ralical form. But, then,

What can be the oricin of the notion of cyastence, if, neither

sense nor understanding suffice? I think that, if you will

8o back over the process Iunt described, the notion of oxistence

emerged with the suention wlother the perticularized concept,

this thing, was anythlng more than a mere object of thought.

In Other words, .junt as exintence in the act of being, so the

notion of existence is the crowning component in the notion of

being. But the notion of being is our desire to know, our 'drive

to ask quentions. The crowning qoestion in the question for

reflection, An nit? In that no? An affirmative answer to

that question posits a nynthenis. Through the positing, the

the "Est, " we I;:now existence and, more generally, fact.
0

P

Throue,h the synthesin that is posited, we know what exists or,

more renera]ly, what exiets or occure.

What in the Inoue here? I believe there is a false issue

and a real issue. The false ISSUO arises when one fancies that

there is some problem connected with the existence of knowledge

or with the klowledrze of existence. With that false issue /nsirht 

is completely unconcerned. It sets anide questions of the fact
12-

of knowledge to concentrate on the nature of knowledge, It
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makes no effort to endow people with the eommon eons° needed

to make judeements of concrete, actnal existence, UT:nigh

it is concerned to eliminate from common sense the component

of common itst nonsome with ehich it may be afflicted!
3

On the

other hand, juat as there is a very real problem of determining

what exactly our knowledee is, so else them is a very real

problem of deeermining whet exactly one vane trot exIntence,
ef

The Thomist asse in the some of the netes essend#1 is not

he object of seneible presentation; it in not the object of
*.dt	 vvi,	 cry

	

pantayanale anlmel faith,
A
it la not HeldoeGerle 	 3elendes 

or .partrele ,6tapt; it lies beyond the horizon of phenomenalists

and pragmatists, sonsiets and meterialiets, Ilenlinte and

relativiats; it le the 2g_t of Id geed est and tn the man, jest=

of Nazareth, it is the i_min eatlt of God."'

1 thank you,

;
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NOTES

1	 There are, of.coqrse, exceptions. For example, "hoc

quillbet in se Ipso experiri potost, quod mind() aliquis conatur

&liquid inte13lEere0 format aliqua phantaomata stbi per mot=

exemplorum, in utbus wlasi inopiciat quod intelli:ere studet."

Sum. theolso I, q. 84, a. 7 0.

2	 Sum.th^o 88 a. 2 ad 3m.   

3	 De Anima III 4, 415n 16 ff. In II de Anima, lest 40

§304; Sum. theol., I, q. 87, as.. 1 - 3, et loc. par,

4	 See :Ietaphyn., Z, 17; The Concept of Vorbum in the Writings

of St. Thommo Aeutno, Thool. Studies VII(1946), 359 rt. Might

I ta co this occasion to note that the pages on quod quid esto,

cuidditas (370-72) -wore far Uo much influenced by such statements

as "quiddltatts ocr,o est cloddam ease rattAlis° [In I Sent.,

dint. 191

operatic..

est homo,

q. 5, 1.1.

Una qua

vel qold

act 7m] and, "Intellectus.e. duplex est

format eimplices rerum quiddltates; ut quid

net animal..." [De Yes., q. 14, a. 1 0,1.

On ouidditas, the proper object of intellect see rheol. Studies 

x(1949), 18-28.

5	 Sum. theol.„ 1, q. 87, a. 3 et	 id cuod prime cognoakcitur

ab Intel3ectu humane est huictnodt obiectum Enatura rei materialis];

et secundo cognoscitur ilso actus quo cogaoscitur obioctual st

per actum cocnoncitur ipso intellectus, culus oat perfectio ipsum

intellte!ore. it idoo PhilosoV,Ius dtcit quod obit:iota praeoognos-

cuntur actibus, et act= potentiis.

C) 3
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6	 Sum. thlol., I, c. 87, a. 1 c.

7	 The paradox mirht be put in other terms. Thus, we cannot

think without concepts, Yet Aquinas holds that concepts proceed

from acts of understanding [Sum. thool., 1, q. 27, a. 1 c.]

and that in order to reach understandinr 	 live to think

.1cum vole concipere rwionem lapidis, oportet c.,mod ad ipsam

ratiocinando perveniam, In loan., I, loot. 1]. The tole

exce:Jion to this necessity of reasoning is natural knowledge

and natural knowledge is of ens and such principles

as the principle A' contradiction [C. Gent., II, 83 §3l],

Compare the notion of heuristic structure In Instrht, maga.

agLe_jheol., I-II, q. 3, a. 8 c. CA Cent, III, 25 - 63.

See Insirht, p. 414.

10	 T an inclined to believe, however; that thin constant

and sedulous correction does not occur without a specifically

Philosophic conlrersien from the homo sensibilibus immersue 

to home me.xime est mens hominip [Sum. theo1,0 I-1I,.q. 29, a. 4 01.

This existential aspect of our knowing is the fundamental
od.

factor tas the differentiation of the philosophies in Insight,

It d'on so because none of us reach the totality of true

judumenta. that determines our view of the universe of being

In our groltdod anticipation or that totality.

0
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12	 The ,ntological larallol is the question of the neceseary

and suf:loient couatit9tive prinoiples of subsistence. See 41W

my De Constititione Christi Ontolojitca et Pa - choloAca, Rome,

Gregorian University "'reps, 1956. While thg first edition is

now out of :Tints a second will be ready by tho time thin note

appears.

23	 Insight., pp. 271 ff. On Aristotle, p. 366.

14	 Ibid., chap. X, and p. 653,

15	 ma., p. 306.

16	 ibid., p. 393.

17	 Ibid., p. 304 - 315.

18	 Ibid., p. 670 f.

19	 On rational procesdion, see Theolp Studies VI1(1946), 380 ff.

X(1949), 370 ff; and my Divinarun Personftrum Conpeptio Analogical

Rome, Gregorian Univorsity Press, 1957, PP. 53 1%, 57 ff.

20	 For forther relevant conditions, pee Insight on the notion

of the thing [chap. VIII], on the correctness of concrete

insights [pp. 283-870, on such a judalement of fact as the

absence of illusion [pp. 280-83].

21	 Cf. Sum. theca., I, q. 54, a. 2 et "Actio enim eat prowls)

actualitas virtotis; stout ease est proprie actualitas subetantiaa

sou est-entiae." Cf. Insight, p. 83, 248, 437 an existrmee and

occurrence. Vhile existence is prior ouoad se, occurrence

is prior nnoad nos. To covr both terms Insight uses the Mot;
11
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fact, factual. On fact, p. 331.

22	 Insiclit, p. xvii.

23	 Ibid., p. 399, 411, 418.

24	 C Gnnt., II, 52 - 54. Sm. theol., I, q. 3, a. 4; q. 54,

aa. 1 - 3.

25	 Sum. tneo 	III, q. 17, a. 2 o.
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